4L’s of Partnering

1. = Look at your partner’s eyes.

2. = Lean toward your partner.

3. = Lower your voice.

4. = Listen attentively.
Language to Ask for Assistance

- How do I spell the word _____?
- Did I spell the word _____ correctly?
- Does this idea make sense?
- Did I explain this idea clearly?
- Is there another way to say _____?
- Is this an appropriate (noun, verb, adjective)?
Language to Ask for Contributions

- I select (name).
- I nominate (name).
- I would like to hear from (name).
- (Name), please share your response.
- My partner (name) had a thoughtful idea.
Language for Collaboration

Partner A

What should we write?

We could write ____.

That would work.

What do you think makes sense?

What if we put ____?

OK. Let’s write ____.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parts of Speech</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Noun**        | a person *(Nelson Mandela, my coach)*  
|                 | a place *(New York City, the library)*  
|                 | thing *(a backpack, the Internet)*  
|                 | idea/concept *(honesty, a dream)*  
| **Verb**        | an action *(run, jump, dance)*  
| **Adjective**   | describes a noun *(studious)*  
| **Adverb**      | describes a verb *(quietly)*  
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